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By now most, if not all, members of the Western Sydney Amateur Astronomy Group will have seen live view
images of deep sky objects as displayed on a computer screen linked to a camera that is attached to a
telescope. Unless they were using their own equipment this probably took place during a club or public
outreach meeting or it could have resulted from watching one or other of the excellent live stream sessions
conducted by some of our members or other persons. But do you realise how easy it can be to create such
live view images yourself? For those who are not conversant with the process it may come as a bit of a
surprise to find just how easy it is. Of course you need to have the necessary equipment but with the
exception of the camera you may already have what is required. Suffice it to say that if you have a telescope
that is capable of tracking stars, etc. as they drift across the sky (as is the case with pretty much all GoTo
telescopes now) and a laptop then all that you will need is a camera and suitable software. Given that live
viewing generally involves quite short camera exposure times and the fact that modern software provides
compensation for any slight changes in the telescope's aim between exposures, it mostly doesn't really
matter whether you use an alt-az or an equatorial mount. So, if you are familiar with star aligning your
telescope, and polar aligning it if it has an equatorial mount, why not give it a go? It's really very rewarding
and conventional wisdom says that in terms of viewing power it's like multiplying the size of your telescope
by a factor of two or three.
The point of this article is illustrate how easy live viewing can be. I'll start by giving a demonstration of looking
at part of IC 2944 the Lambda Centauri Nebula (aka the Running Chicken Nebula) located in Centaurus. For
that purpose I used a colour camera attached to an equatorially mounted f/4 Newtonian which was polar
aligned and then star aligned during setup. The camera control and image display software was SharpCap.
Then, for those who are interested, I'll end with some general observations about electronically assisted
astronomy (EAA) so that you can see how this demonstration fits into its overall context
Demonstration
We start with the telescope aimed at the target object and the camera set to 4 second exposures with a midrange gain setting of 300. This refreshes the target's image fast enough to allow for easy framing within the
live view display. The live view is shown on the left of the screen and the camera control panel is on the right.
Of course, at this stage the result is not particularly impressive but we can readily see the bright star Lambda
Centauri near the top of the screen.

Image display using a single 4 seconds exposure

Because I use a cooled camera I have set its working temperature to be -10 degrees Celsius. This helps to
eliminate the display of “hot” pixels (i.e. faulty pixels) which can show up as bright coloured specks and also
graininess caused by camera noise. I also used a dark frame and a flat frame. All of these matters are not
strictly necessary but they can help to improve the viewing result as discussed in the notes given below.

Initial exposure and
gain settings

Temperature set to -10
degrees
Dark frame and flat
frame selected

Now is the time to increase the exposure time. I have selected 60 seconds exposures. This brightens the
image but not by very much.

Image display using a single 60 seconds exposure
Clicking the Live Stack button at the top of the screen activates the Live Stack panel where we want to start
by opening the Histogram tab and clicking the Reset button (as marked). This moves the Black Level slider
line to the extreme left of the histogram chart and the Mid Level line to near the centre. Nothing shows in the
reduced size live view display at this stage because we are waiting for the first 60 seconds exposure to
complete.

Starting the live stack
Once the first exposure is complete we see an image in the live view display although it is still not very
impressive at this stage. The image is quite dim and has a distinct bluish tinge.

After the first exposure of the live stack
The first thing that we want to do is to balance the three colour channels so that they produce a much better
colour image and we do that by clicking the auto balance button (as marked in the image above). The result
is that the separate colour curves in the histogram chart now all peak at the same place and the live view
display shows a more realistic view of the target area.

Colour balanced live stack image
Next we adjust the Black and Mid Level slider lines to improve the image by stretching it. We start by
dragging the Black Level line to the right until it rests up against the left side of the colour curves. This
generally darkens the live view image and in effect intensifies the darkness of the darker parts of the image.

Live stack image darkened by dragging the black level line
Now we drag the Mid Level line leftward so that it approaches the peak of the colour curves. The effect of
this is to intensify the lightness of the lighter parts of the image. It is a matter of personal preference as to
where to place the two level lines so that you get a live view display that suits you best.

Live stack image brightened by dragging the mid level line
One other adjustment that we might make is to change the colour saturation level. So far we have been
using a mid-range setting (as marked on the image above). But we might reduce the saturation by dragging
the slider down its bar like this.

Live stack image with reduced colour saturation
Or we might increase the saturation by dragging the slider up its bar like this.

Live stack image with increased colour saturation
Now we can minimise the Live Stack panel to reveal the live view display at full size on the screen. All the
while as we adjusted the histogram level lines and we slid the saturation slider down and up its bar the
camera has continued to take its individual exposures and these have been stacked one upon another. This
has pretty much eliminated any graininess caused by electronic noise in the camera. In fact, following the
law of diminishing returns, it is usually only necessary to stack three to four exposures to get rid of most of
that graininess; which for live viewing is really all that is needed. Notice that the Align Frames checkbox was
checked so that any image movement between consecutive exposures both laterally and rotationally is
automatically adjusted for. So any minor tracking errors (and any field rotation which might have been
caused if we had been using an alt-az mount) are effectively eliminated. Please note that no guiding of the
telescope was involved or needed.
It's time to sit back and enjoy the live view that we are getting. After all, the point of the exercise is to
generate a satisfactory view of the target object that we can dwell on at leisure, not only so as to admire its
form but also to better understand and appreciate its nature and construction and the forces that went into its
creation.

Live stack image shown full size
By now you may have got the impression that it takes quite a long time to set up the viewing of each target.
But that's really not the case. The work flow actually takes very little time. Also many objects such as open
and globular clusters need only very short exposure times – much less than the 60 seconds used here.
So far we have used the “Auto” magnification setting for the live view display, meaning that we are viewing
the whole of the image produced by the camera. But we can change that setting so as to zoom into the
display. There are many zoom options on offer but we'll choose the 100% resolution setting and here we see
a magnified view of the target.

Live stack view using the camera's actual resolution

We can increase the magnification still further and at 300% resolution we can clearly see the dark Bok
Globules that are scattered amongst the glowing red diffuse nebula.

Live stack view using the camera's resolution magnified by 3 times
If we want to keep a record of our viewing session we can save the live view to an image file for later use.
The Live Stack panel offers various saving options and when used shows a green confirmation bar over the
live view image.

Confirmation of successful saving of the live stack image

The saved file can then be opened in any image viewing software and, if wanted, further enhanced like this
example using Photoshop.

Post-processing using Photoshop
SharpCap offers many other features which you can use or not as you want but I have not mentioned them
here as I have tried to keep this demonstration as simple as possible. I think you will agree that the process
used is very straightforward and the result is rewarding.
General EAA Observations
Solar System vs Deep Sky Objects
The Moon and most of the planets are intrinsically very bright. So bright that pretty much every telescope /
camera combination can capture them and display them live on-screen often using exposures of only a
fraction of a second. But the planets are really quite small. Jupiter, the largest, only spans a shade over ½ an
arc minute. Of course the Moon is much larger at about ½ an arc degree but individual features on its
surface are much smaller. For example, the large crater Copernicus is less than 1 arc minute wide. Thus for
viewing the planets and details of features on the Moon it is preferable to use a telescope that delivers a
fairly high degree of magnification. That suggests the use of telescopes that have a native focal ratio of about
f/10 or those that can add a Barlow lens to achieve the same result. Larger aperture telescopes are
desirable, not because of their increased light gathering ability but because they can naturally deliver sharper
images. Even with high levels of magnification the very short exposures used should place little strain on the
tracking ability of the telescope's motorised mount which can either be of the equatorial or the alt-az type.
Moreover, with such short exposures hot pixels (see later discussion) should not be a problem. All in all,
Solar System viewing is comparatively easy and much less demanding on equipment when compared to
deep sky viewing and since this article is concerned only with deep sky viewing further consideration will not
be given to Solar System objects in the rest of these observations.
Target objects
Deep sky target objects vary in size from the tiny to the comparatively very large. With a few notable
exceptions galaxies are not usually larger than 10 arc minutes across and most planetary nebula are very
small, usually being less than 1 arc minute wide. By contrast, galaxy groups and diffuse nebulae are much
larger typically spanning anywhere from ¼ up to 2 arc degrees. And some dark nebulae can even be much
larger. The larger globular clusters can range from ¼ up to 1 arc degree. Smaller ones can be a small as 1
arc minute. Open clusters are generally quite large with some like the Pleiades reaching 2 arc degrees.
Supernova remnants can extend out to many arc degrees. Given this range of sizes it stands to reason that
no one telescope type is best suited to viewing them all. This is considered in more detail below.

Exposure length
EAA viewing is all about getting a satisfactory on-screen view in as short a time as possible, not only
because that cuts down time waiting for the view to display but also because it puts less strain on the
telescope mount's tracking ability. Thus shorter rather than longer camera exposure times are wanted. But
deep sky objects are inherently dim and in order to keep their exposure times down to a practical minimum
you need to make sure that the target area being viewed is made sufficiently bright. Ideally you want to
maximise the brightness of the target area as seen by the camera.
Consider the following table which shows the imaging field of view and area of sky delivered by various
typical telescope configurations when using the same camera. In this case the chosen camera is the one
used in the above demonstration being the ZWO mid-range ASI294MC Pro having a sensor resolution of
4144 x 2822 4.63 micron pixels.
Typical
Telescope
Type

Telescope
Aperture

Telescope
Focal Ratio

SCT

12 inches

f/10

SCT

12 inches

f/10

SCT

8 inches

f/10

SCT

8 inches

f/10

SCT

6 inches

f/10

SCT

6 inches

f/10

Newtonian

8 inches

f/5

Newtonian

8 inches

f/5

Newtonian

6 inches

f/5

Newtonian

6 inches

f/5

Newtonian

4 inches

f/5

Newtonian

4 inches

f/5

Additional
Focal
Reducer
x0.63
x0.63
x0.63
x0.8
x0.8
x0.8

Field of View
(deg.sec)

Area of Sky
(deg2)

0.15 x 0.22

0.09

0.24 x 0.35

0.23

0.22 x 0.33

0.2

0.36 x 0.52

0.52

0.30 x 0.44

0.36

0.48 x 1.10

0.92

0.45 x 1.06

0.82

0.56 x 1.22

1.28

1.00 x 1.28

1.46

1.15 x 1.50

2.28

1.30 x 2.12

3.28

1.52 x 2.45

5.13

Some things should be immediately apparent :
1. Magnification increases as the size (i.e. aperture) of the telescope increases. Thus the field of view
height and width delivered by a 12 inch f/10 SCT is only one half of that delivered by a 6 inch f/10
SCT.
2. Magnification increases as the telescope's focal ratio increases. The field of view height and width
delivered by an 8 inch f/10 SCT is only one half of that delivered by an 8 inch f/5 Newtonian.
3. As magnification increases the area of sky being imaged reduces.
As regards maximising the brightness of the target area as seen by the camera, two factors are involved :
1. Larger areas of sky deliver more light than do smaller areas.
2. Larger telescope apertures deliver more light than do smaller apertures.
Which type of telescope to use
In theory, to deliver maximum brightness to the camera one would want a combination of large area of sky
and large telescope aperture. But, as can be seen from the table above, the larger is the telescope aperture
the smaller will be the area of sky seen. So any EAA viewing system (i.e. telescope) must inevitably be a
compromise between the two. As to how that compromise is to be achieved will largely depend on the type of
deep sky target being prioritised. If viewing small angular objects such as galaxies, planetary nebulae and
small globular clusters is your main goal then you will try to maximise your telescope's magnification and its
aperture. An f/10 Schmidt Cassegrain with as large an aperture as you can manage (so as to keep exposure
times to the minimum) could well be your telescope of choice. At the other end of the scale if your main
interest is in viewing larger extended objects such as diffuse nebulae and galaxy clusters then you will prefer
to maximise the area of sky being viewed. In that case you will not need a telescope with such a large
aperture and your telescope of choice could be a smaller f/5 Newtonian. However, it may then be necessary

to increase the exposure time to get a satisfactory result. There is one exception to the general rule that
smaller telescopes are better suited to large target objects and that is the use of a HyperStar unit on a large
f/10 Schmidt Cassegrain (or similar). That would result in the telescope having a very “fast” focal ratio of
about f/2, making it much better suited to viewing large targets
Telescope mount – guiding?
Guiding in itself would not usually be a limiting factor when taking the short exposures needed for getting the
target's live view. But calibrating the guide camera to match the target's area of sky can be quite time
consuming and would get in the way of quickly delivering the live view, especially if that calibration needs to
be done each time that the target is changed. Also, adding a separate guide camera is costly. For these
reasons guiding is usually avoided for live viewing, reliance for proper tracking of the target being left solely
to the quality of the mount's drive system.
Telescope mount – equatorial or alt-az?
Assuming that the mount is motorised (which is pretty much a given with GoTo mounts) in principle it doesn't
matter whether it is an equatorial or an alt-az mount. Both should track a target object equally well, the only
constraint being the quality of the motorised drive(s). However the matter is not as simple as that. Two
matters come to mind :
1. Alt-az mounts create field rotation. Equatorial mounts do not.
2. Equatorial mounts really should be polar aligned. This does not apply to alt-az mounts.
Field rotation is created because the camera's orientation in relation to the horizon remains fixed in an alt-az
system whereas the target's orientation changes as it moves across the sky. This causes the target to rotate
within the camera frame over time. The extremities of the target view (i.e. at the sides and corners of the
camera frame) will move in a circular pattern around the centre of the view. If the exposure time is very short
(as will usually be the case with EAA) then the amount of rotation during each exposure should be negligible
and can be ignored. Only in longer exposures with high magnification 'scopes will it be a problem, showing
up as smearing at the sides and in the corners of the view (in such a case it would be better to use an
equatorial mount). Field rotation between consecutive images in a live stack should not be a problem since
modern software such as SharpCap can automatically adjust for it.
If an equatorial mount is not properly polar aligned the target will drift laterally in the live view and smearing
may occur. This is due to the fact that the mount is not properly tracking the target as it moves across the
sky. Again, this may not be too much of a problem for EAA except where the small aperture of the telescope
requires longer exposure times such as the 60 seconds used in the demonstration above. But it is better to
avoid the problem in the first place by polar aligning the mount. A reasonably good equatorial mount that is
properly polar aligned should be capable of handling exposure times extending out to 3 or 4 minutes if
required for really faint targets. But proper polar alignment does involve extra setup time before the viewing
session which can be irksome and you may want to avoid it by only doing a rough polar alignment. In that
case the small amount of any image drift that results may be acceptable for general viewing purposes.
Choice of camera – monochrome or colour?
In simple terms, monochrome cameras are inherently quite a bit more sensitive to light than their colour
counterparts. Thus monochrome cameras need shorter exposure times than do colour cameras. This is
clearly an advantage for EAA viewing. But is their lack of colour a drawback? Not if the target object type is
generally colourless in the first place such as with most small galaxies. Also the resultant grey-scale viewing
probably better simulates the monochrome view that we mostly get of deep sky objects when using an
eyepiece. So why then might we want to use a colour camera given that it will inevitably involve the use of
longer exposures? Well there are a couple of reasons. Firstly we live in a coloured world and we naturally
expect to view in colour where possible. The larger target objects such as emission and reflection nebulae
and supernova remnants display colour as can planetary nebulae. Also individual stars can show colour
depending on their type. So viewing such objects in colour is arguably more satisfying. Secondly, colour lets
us better identify the type of target objects and better appreciate their nature. So, for example, in an open
cluster we might easily distinguish red giants from younger, hotter blue-white class B stars and so get some
idea of the cluster's star forming history. Colour makes it easy to distinguish between blue reflection nebulae
and red emission nebulae. And with spiral galaxies that are close enough and large enough to allow it we
can distinguish between their older, redder cores and the younger bluer stars and red emission nebulae in
their spiral arms. As already mentioned, a colour camera's comparatively lower sensitivity does mean that
the exposure time (and /or gain setting - see below) must be increased to compensate. On the other hand,

for reasons not clear to me, colour cameras are usually less expensive than their monochrome counterparts.
Choice of camera - cooled or not?
There is no doubt that cooled cameras are more expensive than non-cooled cameras. Is the extra expense
worth it? There are two reasons for having a cooled camera. Firstly cooling goes some way to addressing
the problem of hot pixels. Those are defective pixels in the camera sensor that show up in live viewing as
individual specks of light that remain in place no matter what the target. With colour cameras the specks will
be variously coloured red, green and blue. The specks will increase in brightness as the camera's exposure
time increases. Cooling reduces the brightness of the specks if not entirely eliminating them. Are these
specks a real problem? Probably not so much when very short exposures are used. And even when they can
appear in longer exposures they may still be relatively unobtrusive and therefore acceptable. But hot pixels
can be addressed and eliminated in another way – by using a dark frame (see discussion below). So hot
pixels need not be a problem whether the camera is cooled or not.
The second reason why a cooled camera might be chosen is to reduce “noise”. Noise is generated by the
camera and reveals itself as an overall graininess in the live view display. That graininess tends to obscure
fine detail and is best avoided if possible. Cooling the camera does reduce the noise that it creates and so
improves the quality of the live view. Having said that, noise can be corrected by stacking sequential live
view images. Each image contains noise but since noise is randomly generated from one image to the next
the stacking software can detect it and remove it. As explained in the demonstration, it is usually only
necessary to stack three to four sequential images to remove most of the noise. So again cooling is not really
necessary for the removal of noise if stacking is to be used.
In summary, cooling is not strictly needed if a dark frame is used to remove hot pixels and sequential images
are stacked. Having said that cooling can't hurt and it is often used on the basis of having both belt and
braces.
Gain
Most cameras have a gain setting which alters the aggressiveness by which the camera outputs light values
to the image viewing software. For those old enough to remember them, gain is probably the digital
equivalent of the speed rating used by pre-digital camera films. Using a low gain setting results in a dimmer
target image and vice versa. And of course dimmer target images need longer exposures to compensate.
However, although a high gain setting results in a brighter image and allows a shorter exposure it also
degenerates the quality of the image much like “fast” films did before. For live viewing purposes that may not
matter too much so the tendency is to use a higher rather than a lower gain setting so as to reduce exposure
time as much as possible.
Pre-processing
I have already mentioned using a dark frame to counteract the effect of hot pixels. This is an image taken
when the telescope is covered so that only the bright specks caused by the hot pixels are recorded. This
image is then used by the live view software to subtract the same bright specks from each incoming image
as it is exposed. Since the brightness of the specks is dependent on the exposure and gain settings used it is
advisable to create a library of dark frames for a range of differing exposure and gain combinations and then
choose the one best suited to the live view being generated.
There is another matter that can be tackled by pre-processing. It concerns the fact that most telescope
systems do not generate a completely even light intensity over the whole of the camera's sensor. Typically,
more intensity of light will reach the middle of the sensor than the sides and corners. This results in the onscreen live view being slightly brighter in the middle and darkening towards the sides and more so in the
corners – an effect known as vignetting. This effect may not be very marked and you may choose to
disregard it without much loss. But it can fairly easily be corrected by the use of a flat frame. Also dust
particles in the imaging equipment may cause doughnut shaped shadows called “dust bunnies” in the live
view. The flat frame can correct for these too. A flat frame is an image that records only the differences in
light intensity across the camera's image and any dust bunnies that may be present. One way of creating it is
to take an image after having placed a diffuser over the front of the telescope when it is aimed at an evenly
illuminated object such as a wall or the evening sky. The diffuser can be as simple as a white piece of cloth
or maybe a white tee shirt. Another more expensive way is to place a flat white illuminated panel in front of
the telescope. When used, the live view software adjusts each incoming image to brighten the sides and
corners sufficiently to match the intensity of light reaching the centre.

Equipment used in the demonstration
The telescope's f/4 focal ratio combined with its smallish 8” aperture generates a comparatively low level of
magnification. When combined with the size of the camera's sensor the telescope delivers an effective field
of view measuring 1 degree 22 minutes x 56 minutes. Such a field of view not only collects a lot of light from
the sky but is particularly suited to viewing larger deep sky objects such as the target chosen. The
telescope's size and low magnification allow the use of a modest sized mount to hold the 'scope and
effectively track the target object. So you can see that the equipment used is at the easy end of the possible
range of telescopes that can be used for EAA.
As to the software, SharpCap is very popular because it is so easy to use and it is very versatile with many
additional features not mentioned in the demonstration. It works with most, but not all, modern cameras.
However, it is by no means the only camera control and image capture program that is available and those
others may no doubt work just as well.
Not only was a cooled camera used but SharpCap also allowed the use of a dark frame and image stacking.
Using all three was probably overkill for eliminating the effects of hot pixels and camera noise. But creating a
suitable dark frame for ongoing use is easily done and using the stacking feature of the software requires
next to no effort. So why not employ them? And the added cost of using a cooled camera is really not so
great. So again, why not use it? If a non-cooled camera had been used then there would have been more
reason to use the dark frame and stacking. You can see the quality of the result of using all three by looking
at the 300% zoomed-in on-screen view shown in the demonstration. There are no bright specks caused by
hot pixels and the general view of the nebula shows no sign of any graininess caused by camera noise.
The use of a flat frame ensured that no vignetting showed up in the live view display. That flat frame had
been created long before the viewing session and it had been used over and again in earlier sessions. So
the little effort that went into creating it continues to pay handsome dividends.
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